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Abstract. This paper presents a domain-specific language (DSL) for
describing route-based interlocking systems which are compatible with
European Train Control System ETCS Level 2. The abstract syntax
and static semantics of the language are formally defined using the
RAISE Specification Language (RSL). Furthermore, the paper describes
an interlocking table generator (ITG) that generates automatically a
well-formed interlocking table from a well-formed railway network layout.
Experiments with the DSL and ITG using the RAISE tools and the C++
implementation show that the use of the DSL and ITG can increase
the productivity and significantly reduce errors in the specifications of
railway interlocking systems.
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Introduction

In the period 2009–2021 all Danish railway signalling systems will be replaced
with the standardized European Train Control System (ETCS) Level 2 [3]. A
vital part of these new systems is the interlocking systems that are responsible
for setting safe train routes in the railway network. One of the goals of the
RobustRailS research project1 is to establish a holistic method supporting
the development and verification of these new interlocking systems and in
particular to provide automated construction and verification of the interlocking
tables. This should overcome the time consuming, error prone process of
manual construction and verification that was used in the past. As interlocking
systems have the highest safety integrity level (SIL4), formal development and
verification methods are strongly recommended by the CENELEC EN50128
standard [4]. Furthermore, the use of domain-specific languages for software
development has shown to ease the communication between domain experts,
software engineers, and certification authorities. Therefore, our RobustRailS
method combines the use of formal methods with domain-specific languages.
The main contribution of this paper is a formal specification of: (i) the
abstract syntax and static semantics of a domain-specific language (DSL) for
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describing route-based interlocking systems which are compatible with ETCS
Level 2, and (ii) an interlocking table generator (ITG) that, for a given wellformed railway network layout, generates a statically well-formed interlocking
table. The specification of the DSL and the ITG are directly executable, but have
also been translated into C++ and integrated as part of the interlocking toolbox
in RT-Tester tool-chain [14] as shown in Fig. 1. The DSL and the ITG serve as
a front-end for providing and validating configuration data for a generic model
of the dynamic behaviour of the new Danish interlocking systems. After being
instantiated with configuration data, the model can be verified against safety
properties – such as non-collision and non-derailment – using model checking
and inductive reasoning.
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Fig. 1. Development process and tool-chain for railway interlocking software systems.
The work presented in this paper is marked within the gray dashed box.

The paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 presents the specification of DSL’s
abstract syntax in the RAISE Specification Language (RSL) [6], and Secs. 3
and 4 outline the principles of the static semantics of the language and the ITG.
Sec. 5 discusses the implementation of the language and its applications. Finally
related work and concluding remarks are presented in Sec. 6 and Sec. 7. All RSL
specifications can be found at http://www2.compute.dtu.dk/∼lvho/.
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Abstract Syntax

A description of an interlocking system in the proposed DSL consists of a railway
network layout and an interlocking table. In the following two subsections, the
abstract syntaxes of network layouts and interlocking tables are specified as
types in RSL.
2.1

Railway Network Layouts

A railway network layout2 is a description of the topology of a railway network.
Each element in a network layout is given a unique id. Therefore, we introduce
types for ids of track sections, marker boards, and level crossings, respectively.
2

In the remaining of this paper, the terms network, network layout, railway network
layout are used interchangeably.

SecId = Text, MbId = Text, LcId = Text
A network layout is represented as a record consisting of four maps – one
for each kind of element – mapping the ids of the elements into geographical
information about these elements.
NetworkLayout ::
linears : SecId →
m Linear
points : SecId →
m Point
marker boards : MbId →
m MarkerBoard
level crossings : LcId →
m LevelCrossing
The information recorded about a linear section is composed of information
about its neighboring sections and its length. A linear section may have up to
two neighbors: one at the down end and at the up end3 .
Linear ::
neighbors : LinearEnd →
m SecId
length : Distance,
Direction == DOWN | UP, LinearEnd = Direction, Distance = Nat
For each point section similar information is recorded. In this case there are
up to three neighboring sections: one at the stem end, one at the plus end, and
one at the minus end. The length of a point section is the distance from the
stem tip to the plus (or minus) tip.
Point ::
neighbors : PointEnd →
m SecId
length : Distance,
PointEnd == STEM | PLUS | MINUS
The information recorded about a marker board includes: the id of the section
along which it is placed, the travel direction (up or down) that it is intended for,
and the distance from the location where it is placed to the tip of the section in
the marker board’s travel direction, as illustrated in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. A marker board m and its associated geographical information.

MarkerBoard ::
section : SecId
dir : Direction
distance : Distance
3

In Denmark up and down denote the directions in which the distance from a certain
reference location is increasing and decreasing, respectively.

The information recorded about a level crossing is the (non-empty) set of the
(parallel) sections that it covers.
LevelCrossing :: crossed secs : SecId-set
2.2

Interlocking Tables

In order to guide trains safely through a railway network, the interlocking system
reserves exclusively a fraction of the network, called a route, for a train at a time.
Contrary to legacy systems, in ETCS Level 2, there are no physically signals
(along the tracks), but virtual signals4 . A virtual signal is associated with a
marker board, and has the same geographical information as the marker board.
The aspects of virtual signals are used to calculate the movement authorities
determining how far forward trains are allowed to move [3]. A route is defined as
a path from a source signal to (another) destination signal. Both signals are in
the direction (up or down) of the route. A route is said to be elementary if there
does not exist a signal which is placed between the source and the destination
of the route and which has the same direction as the route.
An interlocking table specifies the elementary routes in a given network and
the specification for setting these routes. A specification of a route includes:
(i) the list of the sections in the path from the source to the destination, (ii) the
list of the sections used as the overlaps, (iii) a map from points used by the route
to their required positions (PLUS or MINUS), (iv) a set of protecting signals, (v) a
set of level crossings covering the sections in the route’s path and overlaps, and
(vi) a set of routes that are in conflict with the route, and therefore must not be
set at the same time as the given route.
An interlocking table is naturally represented as a map from the id of each
route into a record containing the specification of the route.
InterlockingTable = RouteId →
m Route,
Route ::
source : MbId
dest : MbId
path : SecId∗
overlaps : SecId∗
points : SecId →
m PointPos
signals : MbId-set
lcs : LcId-set
conflicts : RouteId-set,
RouteId = Text, PointPos == PLUS | MINUS
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Static Semantics

The static semantics of the DSL presented in Sec. 2 are specified by predicates in
RSL. A DSL description of an interlocking system is well-formed if its network
4

The term virtual signal is abbreviated to signal in the remaining of the paper.

and interlocking table both are well-formed. For example, the predicate for
checking whether an interlocking table is well-formed w.r.t. a network layout
is defined with the following signature in RSL
is wf : InterlockingTable × NetworkLayout → Bool
This predicate is the conjunction of a number of sub-predicates that specify
well-formedness conditions, e.g. a route should have proper protection provided
by protecting signals and/or protecting points, or two routes that are physically
in conflict in the network must be listed in the routes’ specification as being in
conflict. Note that the route’s protection and conflicting routes are automatically
computed from the network layout. Afterwards, they are compared with the
route’s specification in order to determine whether the specification is correct.
Details about all well-formedness conditions can be found in the published
RSL specification of the DSL.
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Interlocking Table Generator

This section describes an interlocking table generator (ITG) that, for a given
well-formed network, generates a statically well-formed interlocking table. The
generator is formally specified in RSL as a function with the following signature:
∼

mk table : NetworkLayout → InterlockingTable
The function basically collects the specification of all elementary routes
in the given network. For each marker board s, the generator constructs the
specification of routes starting from s by traversing the network starting from
the first section right after s. The following information is collected during the
traversal: (i) the destination signal, (ii) the route’s path and overlaps, (iii) level
crossings covering the sections in the path and overlaps, (iv) signals for front and
flank protection of the path and overlaps, and (v) required positions of points
in the path and overlaps, and protecting points and required positions of these.
Repeating the procedure with all marker boards, we obtain a set of route
specifications. For each route specification, we try to find its alternatives by
replacing a subset of the route’s protecting points with substitute protecting
signals if it is possible. This results in a complete set of all elementary routes
for the given network. Afterwards, we assign a unique id to each route, and for
each pair of routes determine whether they are physically in conflict in the given
network layout. Eventually, a statically well-formed interlocking table for the
given network layout is produced.
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Applications

The RSL specifications of the DSL and the ITG are executable, thus they can be
tested directly. Let us consider an example of a typical network with two tracks
as shown in Fig. 3. This network can be specified in RSL as a value n of type
N etworkLayout. Executing the RSL term mk table(n) results in a value of type
InterlockingT able
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Fig. 3. An example railway network layout

[ ”01a” 7→ mk Route(”mb11”, ”mb13”, h”t11”, ”t12”i, hi,
[ ”t13” 7→ MINUS, ”t11” 7→ PLUS],
{”mb20”, ”mb12”}, {},
{”01b”, ”02a”, ”02b”, ”03”, ”04”, ”05a”, ”05b”, ”06b”, ”07”}),
... content skipped ... ]
As it can be seen one of the generated routes has id 01a, goes from mb11 to mb13
via two sections t11,t12, and has no overlap. It requires point t11 (on its path)
to be in PLUS position and point t13 (outside its path) to be in MINUS position
(as a protecting point). The route has also mb20, mb12 as protecting signals, and
is in conflict with the routes 01b, 02a, 02b, 03, 04, 05a, 05b, 06b, 07.
Furthermore, the implementation of the DSL and the ITG front-end integrated in RT-Tester [14] can be used to construct and validate descriptions of
networks and interlocking tables. Errors are reported together with suggestions
how to fix them, e.g. missing protecting signals, points, or conflicting routes can
be suggested to be added to the table. The tool can also generate interlocking
tables from network descriptions.
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Related Work

Applications of formal methods to the railway domain have been investigated
by numerous research groups. The ultimate goal is to produce methods for
developing railway control systems efficiently while ensuring safety. A general
overview of the trends can be found in [5].
DSLs for the railway domain have been proved to be efficient for describing
interlocking data for other kinds of interlocking systems [8, 12, 7, 11]. Our work
goes along the same lines, but we have special focus on route-based interlocking
systems which are compatible with ETCS Level 2, e.g. we include notions such
as marker boards and virtual signals instead of physical signals.
Several other research groups [15, 1, 9, 2, 13, 10] have also investigated interlocking systems having interlocking tables as design specifications. They also
translate the interlocking tables into execution/design models which are then
formally verified to satisfy high-level safety requirements. In some cases [2, 13]
that verification step is also used for data validation. However, like [9], we follow
a two-step approach for verification and validation (V&V). In the first step, the
data validation is performed by the static semantics checker (described in this
paper) in order to ensure the well-formedness of the model that is generated
from the data. In the second step (which is outside the scope of this paper),

high-level safety properties of the model are verified using a bounded model
checking approach in combination with inductive reasoning.
A few ITGs have been proposed in previous research, e.g. in [13, 2], but they
have not been formally specified as our ITG. These ITGs generate tables having
data similar to a subset of our data, also by traversing the network layout.
However, the ITG in [2] does not generate any data concerning flank and front
protection. In [13], the ITG does not generate the collection of route conflicts
and items for flank and front protection, but instead in a second phase (after
the table generation) they employ model checking to derive these data which
are then added manually. Our ITG is – to our best knowledge – the only ITG
that is able provide completely automated generation of protecting points and
signals directly from the network layout.
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Conclusion and Ongoing Work

This paper has presented a formal specification of the abstract syntax and static
semantics of a DSL for describing interlocking systems, and it has formalized
an ITG. The DSL can be used to construct and validate the configuration
data for interlocking systems, hence facilitating the automated development and
verification. Experiments show that statically well-formed interlocking tables
can be produced by “pressing a button” using the ITG. This is much more
efficient than manual construction that would have taken many man hours and
might have resulted in an interlocking table that was not statically correct and
complete. Also, unlike for manual construction, if the network layout changes,
the table can easily be re-generated and re-validated.
We have experienced that it is more efficient to develop RSL specifications of
the DSL and ITG and then translate these into C++, than to code directly
in C++. The RSL specifications are much more readable, and this ensures
that nothing is overlooked in the specification. Additionally, the fact that
specifications are executable allows us to test the specifications before translating
them.
Extensions need to be added in the future to cover other situations
encountered in practice such as complex sections with more than three neighbors.
Currently, we are working on the formal specification of the operational
semantics of the language in the form of a state transition system and on
automated verification of the safety properties.
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